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Abstract—Along with the advent of 64-bit malware, an analysis of such malware is now required. We are developing Alkanet 10, which is a system call tracer using virtualization technology for 64-bit malware analysis on Windows 10 x64. At present, we are attempting to implement a stack trace on Alkanet 10 in order to trace the code injection behaviors of the malware. However, realizing the stack trace is not easy because unlike x86, the calling convention on x64 does not use a frame pointer. We propose implementing the stack trace by using a VAD tree and .pdata section in a PE file.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, along with the widespread use of 64-bit operating systems, malware has also advanced to 64 bits [1]. In fact, damages caused by 64-bit malware are occurring and are believed to increase in the future. To deal with malware, analyzing its behaviors is necessary, and hence, an analytical environment for 64-bit malware is required. There are two main methods for analyzing malware. One is runtime analysis, which traces the behaviors by actually running the malware, and the other one is static analysis, which analyzes the behaviors by disassembling the codes of malware. Focusing on runtime analysis, we have developed Alkanet which is a system call tracer that allows the analysis of malware on Windows [2]. Alkanet is based on BitVisor which is a virtual machine monitor (VMM) and it can trace system calls invoked by processes on a per-thread basis on Windows XP. We have extended Alkanet to run on Windows 10 [3]. In this paper, we refer to Alkanet for Windows XP x86 as Alkanet XP and Alkanet for Windows 10 x64 as Alkanet 10.

Some malware injects malicious codes into other processes, which are forced to execute code in these codes in order to hide the behaviors of the malware. In general, system calls or API tracing cannot trace the behaviors of the processes caused by code injections that are associated with each other. Alkanet solves this problem by using stack tracing [4]. By implementing the stack tracing to Alkanet, Alkanet can acquire a function call hierarchy up to system calls. Furthermore, combining the system call tracing log and the call hierarchy would be able to solve this problem.

Alkanet XP implements stack tracing by tracing the values of frame pointers pushed onto the stack in order. However, we cannot apply the same method to Alkanet 10 because the calling convention of Windows 10 x64 does not use frame pointers. So, a method that does not rely on frame pointers is required. In our survey, no study has yet proposed a method of stack tracing on Windows 10 x64. Here we propose a method to realize stack tracing on Windows 10 x64 using a VAD tree which is a internal data structure of Windows and .pdata section in a PE file. We have tested our proposed method and show that stack tracing is possible on Windows 10 x64.

II. PROBLEMS OF STACK TRACING ON ALKANEI 10

A. Overview of Alkanet

Figure 1 shows an overview of Alkanet, which is a system call tracer based on BitVisor which is a VMM. Alkanet can trace system calls invoked by malware running on Windows which is a guest OS. Based on a VMM, Alkanet avoids many of the anti-debugging techniques possessed by malware. System call hooking is made by setting hardware breakpoints at the entry and exit of the system call handler. After hooking a system call, Alkanet collects information about system calls such as arguments and return values, then saves the information in a system call tracing log.

B. How to realize stack tracing on Alkanet XP

Windows XP x86 uses the stdcall calling convention [5] to call the Windows API. All functions must push the value of the current EBP (frame pointer) at the beginning of the function and overwrite EBP with the value of the current ESP. As a result, the area to which EBP is pointing contains the value of the previous EBP value. After 4 bytes, the area contains the return address (see the left-hand diagram in Figure 2). Therefore, stack tracing can be done by sequentially taking out the values of EBP from the stack and reading the address of EBP + 4 each time.
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C. Problems of stack tracing on Alkanet 10

Windows 10 x64 uses the Microsoft x64 calling convention [6] to call the Windows API. Unlike the stdcall calling convention, the Microsoft x64 calling convention does not use a frame pointer (see the right-hand diagram in Figure 2). Therefore, a method that does not rely on a frame pointer is required.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Overall design of proposed method

In the Microsoft x64 calling convention, the first few instructions (prolog code) of a function allocate the necessary stack areas, whereas the last few instructions (epilog code) free the stack areas. Therefore, if we obtain the contents of a function’s prolog code, we can calculate the stack frame size consumed by the function and implement stack tracing while not relying on a frame pointer. The contents of a function’s prolog code are recorded in the .pdata section of the PE file where the function is defined. Our proposed method focuses on this method for stack tracing on Windows 10 x64.

Figure 3 shows the overall design of the proposed method, which consists of the following seven steps.

- Step 1: When hooking, obtain the return address pushed onto the top of the stack.
- Step 2: Search the VAD tree (described later) and find the memory area covering the return address.
- Step 3: From the memory area’s information (VAD), obtain the base address and the file name of the PE file where the caller function is defined.
- Step 4: Find the address of the .pdata section of the PE file using the base address.
- Step 5: From the information in the .pdata section, calculate the stack frame size consumed by the caller function.
- Step 6: Using the result of calculating the consumed stack frame size, obtain the next return address on the stack.
- Step 7: Repeat Step 2-6.

We describe the details of the above steps in the following sections.

B. Details of Step 2

1) Overview of VAD: Virtual Address Descriptors (VADs) are internal data structures of Windows 10 for managing the memory areas allocated by processes. A VAD is created every time a process performs a dynamic memory allocation or file mapping and holds the information for managing the corresponding memory area. The information held by a VAD includes the range of the virtual addresses and the file information managed by the VAD.

VADs belonging to the same virtual address space are connected to each other to form a balanced binary search tree (VAD tree). The address of the root node of the tree is stored in the member VadRoot of the EPROCESS structure.

2) Information required for searching a VAD tree: The following two pieces of information held by each VAD are required:

   - The range of the virtual addresses to be managed
   - The address of the child node

   Then, we can search the VAD tree as follows.

   1) Obtain the return address (RA).
   2) Obtain the address of the root node of the VAD tree from EPROCESS.VadRoot.
   3) Obtain the virtual address range managed by the VAD of the root node. If this virtual address range includes RA, the search ends. If RA is smaller than the virtual address range, trace the left child node. If RA is larger than the virtual address range, trace the right child node.

   4) Trace the child nodes until the target VAD is found.

We can obtain the above two pieces of information from the fields of the MMVAD structure that expresses VAD. Figure 4 shows the fields of the MMVAD and related structures, which we investigated by using the dt command of WinDbg [7]. The meaning of each column of the output in order from left to right is an offset, member name and member type.

3) How to obtain the range of virtual addresses to be managed: The range of the virtual addresses managed by VAD is stored in the members of MMVAD.Core. Figure 4 shows the type definition of the MMVAD_SHORT structure which is a type of MMVAD.Core. Among the members of this structure, StartingVpn and StartingVpnHigh hold the start virtual address, whereas EndingVpn and EndingVpn-High hold the end virtual address. We can obtain the start virtual address by performing the following calculation on StartingVpn and StartingVpnHigh.

\[(\text{StartingVpnHigh} \ll 32 | \text{StartingVpn} < 12)\]

We can also obtain the end virtual address by performing the same calculation on EndingVpn and EndingVpnHigh.

4) How to obtain the address of the child node: The address of the child node is stored in the members of MMVAD.Core.VadNode. Figure 4 shows the type definition of the RTL_BALANCED_NODE structure which is a type of MMVAD.Core.VadNode. Among the members of this structure, Left holds the address of the left child node and Right holds the address of the right child node, i.e., we can obtain the address of the MMVAD structure of the left child node from Left and of the right child node from Right.

C. Details of Step 3

1) How to obtain the base address of the PE file where caller function is defined: This base address is the same
as the start virtual address managed by the VAD acquired in Step 2. When a process is created from a PE file, the file is mapped onto the memory. At this time, Windows 10 creates one VAD that manages the mapping area, i.e., the start virtual address managed by the VAD created here is the base address of the PE file. The VAD obtained in Step 2 manages the mapping area of the PE file where the caller function is defined because the VAD covers the RA.

2) How to obtain the filename of the PE file where the caller function is defined: By following a field of the MMVAD structure obtained in Step 2, we can obtain the file name as follows.

1) Obtain EX_FAST_REF structure from MMVAD.Subsection.ControlArea.FilePointer. Hereinafter, this structure is referred to as eef.
2) Calculate eef.Object AND 0x1, then obtain the address of the corresponding FILE_OBJECT structure. Hereinafter this address is referred to as fo.

Fig. 5. Overview of Step 4.

3) fo.FileName is the target file name.

D. Details of Step 4

1) Overview: In Step 4, we use the information in the DOS and PE headers included in a PE file. Figure 5 shows the PE32+ format [8] which is a PE file format supporting 64 bits and an overview of Step 4, of which the outline is as follows.

1) Read the field eameda in the DOS header to obtain the start address of the PE header.
2) Read the element of Index 3 of the array DataDirectory which is a field in the PE header and obtain the start address and size of the .pdata section.

In the following sections, we describe the DOS and PE headers related to the above process.

2) DOS header: This is an area placed at the head of the PE file and is referred to when executing the PE file on MS-DOS. When executing a PE file on Windows, the fields except for e_flame are not used.

Figure 6 shows the structure of the DOS header, which is expressed as an IMAGE_DOS_HEADER structure. The field important to realizing Step 4 is e_flame, which holds the Relative Virtual Address (RVA) of the address of the PE header. Here, RVA is an offset from the base address of the PE file, i.e., we can obtain the virtual address of the PE header by adding e_flame to the base address obtained in Step 2.

3) PE header: This is a header that holds a variety of information about a PE file. Figure 6 shows the structure of the PE header, which is expressed as an IMAGE_NT_HEADERS64 structure.
3) Parse the UNWIND_INFO structure and calculate the consumed stack frame size.

2) Structures of the pdata section and RUNTIME_FUNCTION structure: The pdata section consists of an array of RUNTIME_FUNCTION structures [9] whose number of elements is the number of functions defined in the PE file. The RUNTIME_FUNCTION structures have a one-to-one correspondence with the function defined in the PE file and hold information for exception handling related to the corresponding function. This information includes the consumed stack frame size.

Figure 9 shows the member of the RUNTIME_FUNCTION structure. The BeginAddress and EndAddress hold the RVAs of the start and end addresses, respectively, of the function corresponding to the structure. UnwindData holds the RVA of the UNWIND_INFO structure corresponding to the structure. We describe the UNWIND_INFO structure in the next section.

The RUNTIME_FUNCTION structure is placed in the pdata section in ascending order with respect to the address of the corresponding function, i.e., $EA(n) < BA(n + 1)$ always holds, BeginAddress and EndAddress of the nth RUNTIME_FUNCTION structure are $BA(n)$ and $EA(n)$, respectively. Therefore, we can use a binary search to search for the RUNTIME_FUNCTION structure covering the RA.

3) UNWIND_INFO structure: The UNWIND_INFO structure [10] is a structure that holds information for the exception handling of the corresponding function. Figure 9 shows the fields of the UNWIND_INFO structure.

The field necessary for realizing Step 5 is UnwindCodeArray, which is an array of the UNWIND_CODE structures. Each element represents one instruction in the prolog code of the function, i.e., we can obtain the instructions of the function’s prolog code from UnwindCodeArray, and calculate the consumed stack frame size of the function.

4) UNWIND_CODE structure: The UNWIND_CODE structure [11] is a structure for representing one instruction in the prolog code. Figure 9 shows the fields of the UNWIND_CODE structure.

We can calculate the consumed stack frame size by using the fields, UnwindOperationCode and OperationInfo, which store the type of the corresponding instruction. Table 1 shows the relationship between the machine instructions, UnwindOperationCode and OperationInfo. The next slot in Table 1 represents the value of the next element in the UnwindCodeArray. Similarly, the next two slots represent the values of the next two elements in the UnwindCodeArray. In this way, we can obtain the instructions in the prolog code from the UNWIND_CODE structure and calculate the reduction amount of the RSP in the instructions. Therefore, we can calculate the sum of decreases in RSP in the prolog code, i.e., the consumed stack frame size of the function, by iterating UnwindCodeArray and parsing the UNWIND_CODE structure.

E. Details of Step 5

1) Overview: Using the contents of the prolog code of a caller function, we can calculate the stack frame size consumed by the caller function. We can obtain the contents of the function’s prolog code by using the information in the pdata section. In Step 5, we calculate the stack frame size consumed by a caller function using the information of the pdata section. Figure 8 shows an overview of Step 5, which consists of the following three processes.

1) Search pdata section for RUNTIME_FUNCTION structure covering the RA obtained in Step 1.
2) Obtain the address of the corresponding UNWIND_INFO structure from the member of the RUNTIME_FUNCTION structure.

F. Details of Step 6

Figure 10 shows the relationship between the stack frame layout and consumed stack frame size. We can obtain the next RA on the stack by performing the following processes.

1) Add 8 to the RSP.
The purpose of this evaluation was to confirm that the stack trace on Windows 10 x64 could be realized by using the proposed method. We confirmed the trace by focusing on the fact that WinDbg had a stack trace function.

In this evaluation, we implemented the proposed method in Alkanet 10 so as to call the stack trace processes when hooking the SYSCALL instruction, after which Alkanet 10 outputs the RVA of the RA and the name of the mapped file of each function call hierarchy. By using these two pieces of information, we performed the evaluations.

Below, we describe the specific method for the evaluations. The method is divided into two parts.

**First part: Stack trace with WinDbg**

1) Make a test program that creates a file using CreateFile API, and attaches WinDbg to the process.
2) Set a breakpoint at ntdll!NtCreateFile, which is the system call stub of the NtCreateFile system call. CreateFile API eventually calls the NtCreateFile system call. For this confirmation, we focus on the function call hierarchy until the NtCreateFile system call.
3) Execute the test program. As a result, WinDbg breaks at the beginning of ntdll!NtWriteFile.
4) Perform the stack trace function of WinDbg and save the result.

**Second part: Stack trace with the proposed method**

1) Activate Alkanet 10 to trace the test program.
2) Save the result of the stack trace.
3) Convert each retrieved RA to the corresponding function name in the result. We can realize this conversion by using the RVA of the RA, the name of the mapped file and the symbol information included in the PDB file.
4) Confirm if the obtained result matches the result of Step (4) in the first part of the evaluation.
V. Conclusion

We proposed a method to realize a stack trace on Windows 10 x64 using virtual machine monitor. By using the information from a VAD tree and the .pdata section, this method does not rely on a frame pointer. We evaluated the method by implementing it on Alkanet and confirmed that it could perform a stack trace correctly.

In the future, we will continue to evaluate the performance of the proposed method. Specifically, we will measure the overhead by comparing the performance of the original Alkanet 10 to that of Alkanet 10 with our proposed method.
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B. Results and discussion

Figure 11 shows the result of the first part of the evaluation. The function call hierarchy until the NCreateFile system call consisted of eight functions from ntdll!RlUserThreadStart to ntdll!NCreateFile. The inline functions and lambda expressions were also traced.

Figure 12 shows the result of the second part of the evaluation. The stack trace with the proposed method was able to trace all functions except for the inline functions correctly. An inline function cannot be traced because the CALL instruction is not used for calling an inline function and the RA is not pushed onto the stack. However, [12] states that the information for tracing inline functions is stored in a PDB file. Therefore, the tracing of inline functions can be realized by utilizing the information in a PDB file if necessary. From the above results, we confirmed that the proposed method was effective for stack tracing on Windows 10 x64.